Shayariurdu.com is Celebrating its Excessive Success on New
Year
This press release is about the success celebration of Shayariurdu.com which
completed its substantial journey of one and half years. An huge event ornamented
by many famous literary figures is going to be held. This website is leading towards its
important goal to promote and familiarize Urdu poetry all across the globe.
December 23, 2018 (FPRC) -- Shayariurdu.com is amongst the most renowned Pakistan's websites
which enjoy lead ranking on Browsing Search Engines. In a very short period of time, it got immense
success and attracted thousands of visitors to amuse themselves with latest as well as classical
Urdu poetry. On this merry occasion of New Year, Shayariurdu.com is going to celebrate its huge
success honorably to let the advancing spirit get altitude. As it is said 'celebration is a crucial act of
impressing the unfamiliar soul residing in you'.
In Lahore, a gigantic event is organized to cherish the moment. Many renowned contemporary
personalities of Urdu literature and poetry from Pakistan like Zafar Iqbal, an Urdu poet, writer and
Attorney journalist, Iftikhar Arif an Urdu poet, scholar and litterateur, ZehraNigah, an Urdu poet and
scriptwriter, have been invited to attend the event and enhance its ornamentation. Besides,
remarkable figures from literary field, esteemed guests from the world of politics and business are
also invited to mark the occasion. Guests will be entertained with the sufi musical performances and
zestful meal.
The CEO and founder of Shayariurdu.com, Mr. Azeem Haider will address the event and bring into
light the upcoming specifications and features of website in the most recent future which prominently
include the photoplay of reciting poetry from various famous poets, finding of meaning just at a
single click to develop better understanding, encouragement of new talented poets by providing
them an established platform to showcase their reverent compositions, and several others. As
addition is must to persist the securing place.
About Shayariurdu.com
The website was launched on May 2017 and started its journey as a poetic platform. By now it
carries vast lead amongst the most comprehensive websites dedicated to Urdu literature. It has
acquired wide acclaim and has been highly appreciated not only by amateurs and enthusiasts but
also by Urdu litterateurs from Pakistan, India and other parts of the globe.
It serves as an easily accessible resource for Urdu poetry lovers and admirers by having vast
content about numerous legends of Urdu literature and poetry like Allama Iqbal, Ahmend Faraz,
Mirza Ghalib, Mohsin Naqvi, Bulleh Shah, Mir Taqi Mir, Perveen Shakir, Bahadur Shah Zafar, Wasi
Shah and others. Moreover, it provides an expanded, alphabetically arranged list of all two lined
poetic categories and themes like barish poetry, attitude poetry, aansu poetry likewise other topics
which attract wide range of youngsters.
Shayariurdu.com is made equally responsive which enables users across all gadget sorts including
desktop and laptop computers, tablets as well as smart phones.
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What differentiates this website from other Pakistani websites is that, it is having the entire content
available in three languages: Urdu, English and more importantly Hindi, thus catering to majorly all
sectors of users. Shayariurdu.com is serving a respectable purpose to promote Urdu language and
poetry and get it accessible to all across the World. It is heading towards the apex accomplishment
and hoping to evolve as a most beneficial and constructive limelight for masses related to Urdu
poetry.
Contact Information
For more information contact Syed Azeem Haider of ShayariUrdu.com (http://shayariurdu.com)
03041442334
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